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About this manual 
 

This manual is intended for anyone who wants to learn about the EPV for z/OS product but has 

never used the product or for those people who already use it and are interested in increasing their 

knowledge. 

The book contains examples designed to guide you through the EPV views to perform the most 

important Capacity Management activities. 
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1 Product overview 

1.1 Introduction 

 

EPV for z/OS (also referred to as EPV in the following) is designed to support Capacity 

Management activities in the z/OS environment. 

 

EPV helps system performance analysts and system managers obtain a complete overview of their 

company systems and workloads and quickly identify and solve anomalies, performance issues or 

excessive resource consumption. 

 

EPV provides all the information necessary to perform capacity planning studies, reducing the effort 

required while increasing their accuracy. 

 

EPV is logically divided into the following visions: 

 Management Summary 

 Exceptions 

 Configuration 

 Resources 

 I/O Resources 

 Workloads 

 Throughput 

 Daily Trends  

 Weekly Trends 

 Monthly Trends 

 WLC 

 

A vision is a logical grouping of many related views. 

A view is composed by one or more reports (or tables). 

1.2 Business advantages 

 

EPV provides many advantages in terms of cost savings and service improvement. The most 

important are: 

 

1) Hardware and software licence savings: 

o most of EPV customers saved 10% and more of their total mainframe MIPS usage, getting 

further savings from reduced software license fees;  

o at many mainframe sites it has been possible to eliminate unneeded SMF data collection 

and processing tools, saving both tool license fees (direct costs) and resource usage 

(indirect costs);  

o at every mainframe site it's possible to move SMF data collection and processing on to a 

cheaper platform, avoiding the use of precious mainframe resources. 
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2) Personnel Cost Savings: 

o thanks to a completely automatic process, EPV allows the performance analysts to save 

more than 50% of their time;  

o 90% of the time dedicated to technical reporting activities can normally be saved thanks to 

hundreds of readymade reports which are exportable in MS Excel just by a mouse click;  

o EPV provides help screens for every report and is an excellent computer assisted, self-

education tool;  

o EPV has so many years of experience and knowledge embedded in it that you won't need to 

buy expensive external skills anymore. 

 

3) Service Improvement: 

o by using automatic statistical analysis, auto discovery techniques and self adaptive 

thresholds, EPV provides a proactive approach which allows quick problem identification 

before there is any impact to the business;  

o all problems can be automatically categorized and addressed to the appropriate technical 

groups which can perform a quick guided analysis by following a predefined path;  

o EPV embeds the most effective Capacity Management methodologies, providing all the 

information needed to perform Capacity Planning and Performance Tuning studies using 

only 10% of the time needed before. 

 

4) Fair pricing policy:  

o EPV adopts a fair pricing policy based on a one off license fee, related to the number of 

systems analyzed, independent of both installed and used capacity;  

o after the first year, which is the standard warranty period, the only cost is the maintenance 

fee; which gives customers the right to receive both minor and major new releases. 

1.3 Input data 

 

EPV uses standard metrics available in any z/OS environment. 

 

The following SMF records are a mandatory requirement to run EPV: 

 30 subtypes 2,3 for Address Space activity; 

 70 subtype 1 for CPU, AAP and IIP activity; 

 71 for memory and paging activity; 

 72 subtype 3 for WLM Service and Report class activity. 

 

However using just these SMF records will give you a very incomplete result.   

To get a complete picture of the configuration and resources the following SMF records are also 

required: 

 0 or 90 subtype 8, 10 for IPL information; 

 30 subtype 4 for Address Space step activity 

 30 subtype 5 and 6 for Address Spaces activity; 
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 42 subtype 6 for Dataset I/O statistics; 

 70 subtype 2 for Cryptographic Processors activity; 

 73 for channel activity; 

 74 subtype 1 for disk activity;  

 74 subtype 2 for XCF activity; 

 74 subtype 3 for OMVS Kernel activity; 

 74 subtype 4 for Coupling Facility activity; 

 74 subtype 5 for disk cache activity; 

 74 subtype 7 for Ficon Director activity; 

 74 subtype 8 for PPRC activity;  

 74 subtype 9 for PCIE activity; 

 74 subtype 10 for SCM activity; 

 75 for page data sets activity; 

 78 subtype 2 for virtual storage activity; 

 78 subtype 3 for I/O queuing activity; 

 89 subtype 1 for usage data. 

 

The output of the IDCAMS utility with the DCOLLECT option is required, on a daily basis, in order 

to get information about disk space usage. 

The output of the SWSADMIN utility with the QU MVCP NAME(ALL) option is also required, on 

a daily basis, in order to get information about tape space usage on SUN VTCS (formerly STK 

VSM). 

 

IBM VTS (or Hydra) provides an internal facility called Bulk Volume Information Retrieval (BVIR) 

which also allows you to create Historical Statistics by using a two step JCL running the standard 

IEBGENER utility. As an alternative an SMF user record can be produced. 

 

Depending on the kind of workload you run other SMF records should be provided such as: 

 101 for DDF activity; 

 110 for CICS activity; 

 113 for CP Measurement Facility information; 

 116 for WebSphere MQ activity; 

 120 for Web Sphere Application Server activity. 

 

The IMS activity is not recorded in any  SMF record. The information is generally gathered through 

one of the following sources: 

 IMS LOG 

 FA record type produced by Mainview for IMS provided by BMC Software. 

 

EPV can use its own component (EPV zParser) and take input directly from SMF and any of the 

other sources indicated above. 

EPV can also take input from a PDB (Performance Data Base), which is already collecting the 

necessary data, such as SAS/ITRM (IT Resource Management) and SAS/MXG (Merrill’s eXpanded 

Guide).  
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1.4 Product architecture 

 

EPV architecture is modular and user friendly. In addition to the z/OS platform it can be installed on 

most of the popular hardware and software platforms available on the market. 

 

EPV architecture is based on three tiers: 

 Data load interface; 

 Correlation and aggregation engine; 

 HTML production engine.  

 

The data load interface is designed to collect input data whilst optimising performance and resource 

consumption of the load phase and avoiding duplication or loss of data. It uses simple exits, that 

adapt the product to the environmental characteristics; a set of exits for each data type is provided. 

 

The correlation and aggregation engine builds a standard SAS or SQL relational Data Base, 

containing only those metrics used by the product which are automatically aggregated at the 

monthly, weekly, daily, hourly and RMF interval level. You can customize the product to set the 

retention period for data in the EPV Performance Data Base.  

 

The HTML production engine can be customized to produce HTML pages using the file format 

which best fits the platform where EPV runs. When running on z/OS, HTML pages can be written in 

sequential, HFS or ZFS files; when running on Windows, Linux or Unix they can be written in 

standard .HTML files. 

The daily and trend statistics can be fully customised to your needs. 

 

EPV for z/OS is available in two modes: standard or Plus.  

The requirements for EPV for z/OS standard are:  

 Availability of a SAS System Base module at least on a PC;  

 Availability of one of the following products: SAS/ITRM or SAS/MXG. 

 

EPV for z/OS Plus has no pre-requisites; it is an “out of the box” solution which integrates a light 

version of the EPV Parser for SMF product which collects and interprets all the required input data. 

1.4.1 EPV  database architecture 

 

The following databases are created and used by EPV: 

 MTHRU - throughput database; 

 MRESA - resources and I/O resources database; 

 MWKLA - workload database; 

 MWRMF - RMF interval database; 

 MSTAT - statistics database; 

 MTRND - system, workload, throughput, resources and I/O resources trend database. 
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Supported DBMS are: 

 SAS for EPV for z/OS; 

 MySQL or MS-SQL Server for EPV for z/OS Plus. 

1.4.2 EPV publishing architecture 

 

All EPV reports are produced in simple static HTML pages published on a server of your choice and 

can be accessed by your favourite web browser. These pages have to be written or transferred to the 

EPV ZOSHTML sub-folder in the EPV root folder.  

 

The root folder also contains the START.HTML page (which is the EPV products starting HTML 

page) and the following sub-folders: 

 IMG - folder containing all images used in HTML pages; 

 JAVA - folder containing all scripts and sheets used in HTML pages; 

 ZOSDOC - folder containing all the HTML help pages 

 UIHTML - folder containing the other HTML pages used by the EPV User Interface. 

 

The UIHTML folder contains: 

 HOME.HTML - page containing the menu basic structure;  

 ABOUT.HTML - page showing the products version; 

 EPVZTREE.HTML - page showing a comprehensive view of all EPV for z/OS views page 

used to link to the first page level (see chapter 2);  

 ZRESEARCH.HTML - page used to support the help search function (see chapter 2); 

 CONTRIBUTORS.HTML - page showing the list of all the people who contributed to 

improve EPV products through their suggestions and ideas; 

 FAVOURITES.HTML - page showing the list of all the views selected as favourites; 

 SCROLL.HTML - page used to support the scroll function. 

 

Opening the START.HTML page your browser will load  the HOME.HTML page building the EPV 

products menu. 
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2 User interface 

2.1 Web Browser support  

 

EPV supports all the most used web browsers in the market such as MS Internet Explorer, Mozilla 

Firefox, Google Chrome and MS Edge.  

2.2 EPV products menu 

 

The main HTML page named START.HTML located in the EPV root folder loads the EPV products 

menu showing all the installed products at the top of the screen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It checks for each product folder (i.e. ZOSHTML) and inside each of them a text file (i.e. ZOS.TXT) 

which contains the specific product menu structure. 

In the next chapter we will provide a short description of the EPV for z/OS product menu.  
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2.3 EPV for z/OS menu 

 

EPV for z/OS provides five entry types: management summary, fastpath, daily visions, trend visions 

WLC visions and user visions. 

When using daily oriented sub menus the first thing to do is choose the day to analyze.  

 

 

2.3.1 Management Summary 

The management summary is a composite view of the 

metrics most relevant to managers. 

This single view shows information about CPU, zAAP 

and zIIP utilization; disk and tape storage used and 

available space. The MSU used in the 4-hour rolling 

average are also reported and compared month by month 

with a user provided baseline. 

Finally throughput information are provided for CICS, 

IMS, TSO and WebSphere transactions, batch jobs, DDF 

requests and WebSphere MQ gets and puts. 

 

 

 

 

2.3.2 Fast Path  

Fast Path is a function greatly increasing EPV usability 

By default only the EPV fast path is available (see chapter 

3.2 of the EPV V14 User Interface for user fast paths); it 

provides a quick and easy way to access a predefined set 

of views organized by Capacity Management activity; 

they are:  

 
 DAILY QUICK CHECK 

 STORAGE ANALYSIS 

 I/O PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS  

 STORAGE CAPACITY PLANNING  

 CEC PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS  

 WORKLOAD PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

 BATCH / TSO APPLICATION PERFORMANCE  

 CICS APPLICATION PERFORMANCE  

 IMS APPLICATION PERFORMANCE  

 DDF APPLICATION PERFORMANCE  

 WAS APPLICATION PERFORMANCE  

 CEC CAPACITY PLANNING 
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2.3.3 Exceptions 

 

This menu is the focal point for all exceptions that were 

found in any of the html pages. From this entry one can 

easily drill down to the html page containing the 

exception. Exceptions are grouped by system and shared 

resource; a comprehensive view presenting all the 

exceptions by type is also provided. 

 

 

 

 

2.3.4 Configuration 

 

This menu provides a detailed view of hardware and 

software configuration, including total DASD space by 

provider and physical control unit. EPV provides a global 

view of shared resources, such as machines (CEC), 

Coupling Facilities and Storage Processors by correlating 

data produced by different sources and systems. EPV for 

z/OS audits configuration changes at the hardware, system 

and software level and provides a history of any changes 

that have occurred. 

 

 

2.3.5 Workloads 

 

This menu provides a complete vision of the workloads 

running on your systems. Utilising extensive drill-down 

capabilities, you can explore performance and 

consumption of workloads, subsystems, address spaces, 

WLM service/report classes. Detailed views to analyze 

WLM service/report class Performance Indexes and delays 

are also provided. 
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2.3.6 Throughput 

This menu provides a complete vision of systems 

throughput in terms of: 
 Batch jobs 

 TSO transactions 

 CICS transactions 

 IMS transactions 

 DDF requests 

 WebSphere MQ gets and puts 

 WebSphere transactions 

Utilising extensive drill-down capabilities, you can 

navigate from overall sysplex throughput to  a specific job 

or transaction. 

 

2.3.7 Resources 

 
This menu provides an integrated enterprise vision of the 

health of all critical system resources, especially those 

shared amongst different z/OS systems. It shows resources 

such as processors (including zAAP, zIIP and crypto), 

memory, coupling facilities and CTC.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.3.8 I/O Resources 

 

This menu provides an integrated enterprise vision of the 

health of all critical I/O resources, especially those shared 

amongst different z/OS systems. It shows resources such 

as channels, physical control units and disks (including 

PPRC information).  
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2.3.9 Daily Trends 

 

When using daily trends you can choose the type of trend 

to analyze:  

 

 System Daily Trends; this menu shows the total daily 

CPU, zAAP and zIIP usage and the total number of 

disk and tape EXCPs executed by shift and system; 

WLM performance Index trends are also provided. 

 Workloads Daily Trends; this menu shows the total 

daily CPU, zAAP and zIIP usage and the total number 

of disk and tape EXCPs executed by shift and 

workload;  

 Throughput Daily Trends; this menu shows the total 

daily CICS, IMS, DDF, MQ,  WEBSPHERE, TSO 

transactions and BATCH jobs executed by shift and 

subsystem. 

 Resources Daily Trends; this menu shows the total 

daily CEC and system CPU utilization, MEMORY 

usage and COUPLING FACILITY activity by shift.  

 I/O Resources Daily Trends; this menu shows the 

total daily CEC and system disk throughput,  system 

disk I/O rate and response time, total physical control 

unit I/O rate, response time and PPRC throughput by 

shift.  

 

An advanced statistical methodology highlights positive or 

negative growth trends that lie outside of the normal 

distribution.  
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2.3.10 Weekly Trends 

 

When using weekly trends you can choose the type of 

trend to analyze:  

 

 System Weekly Trends; this menu shows the total 

weekly CPU, zAAP and zIIP usage and the total 

number of disk and tape EXCPs executed by shift and 

system. 

 Workloads Weekly Trends; this menu shows the total 

weekly CPU, zAAP and zIIP usage and the total 

number of disk and tape EXCPs executed by shift and 

workload;  

 Throughput Weekly Trends; this menu shows the total 

weekly CICS, IMS, DDF, MQ,  WEBSPHERE, TSO 

transactions and BATCH jobs executed by shift and 

subsystem. 

 Resources and I/O Resources Weekly Trends; this 

menu show the total weekly system CPU utilization, 

MEMORY usage, DISK I/O rate, DISK and TAPE 

SPACE used. This menu also provides access to the 

EPV indexes. These indexes automatically track the 

utilization ratio between couples of different resources 

over time. EPV indexes are self adaptive, user 

specific, rules of thumb. They can be a powerful tool 

for performance analysts if carefully analyzed and 

interpreted especially in capacity planning activities. 
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2.3.11 Monthly Trends 

 

When using monthly trends you can  choose the type of 

trend to analyze:  

 

 System Monthly Trends; this menu shows the total 

monthly CPU, zAAP and zIIP usage and the total 

number of disk and tape EXCPs executed by shift and 

system. 

 Workloads Monthly Trends; this menu shows the total 

monthly CPU, zAAP and zIIP usage and the total 

number of disk and tape EXCPs executed by shift and 

workload. 

 Throughput Monthly Trends; this menu shows the 

total monthly CICS, IMS, DDF, MQ,  WEBSPHERE, 

TSO transactions and BATCH jobs executed by shift 

and subsystem. 

 Resources and I/O Resources Monthly Trends; this 

menu show the total monthly system CPU utilization, 

MEMORY usage, DISK I/O rate, DISK and TAPE 

SPACE used. This menu also provides access to the 

EPV indexes. These indexes automatically track the 

utilization ratio between couples of different resources 

over time. EPV indexes are self adaptive, user 

specific, rules of thumb. They can be a powerful tool 

for performance analysts if carefully analyzed and 

interpreted especially in capacity planning activities. 

 

2.3.12 WLC 

 

This menu provides a set of views about the MSU used 4-

hour rolling average. 

The starting view reports the highest “4 hour rolling 

average” value for each machine. This is the value used by 

IBM to charge its monthly software license fee when 

adopting the VWLC policy. 

Other WLC views provide all the information needed to 

manage the MSU utilization both at system and subsystem 

level.  

Views to analyze the effectiveness of Defined and Group 

Capacity limits are also provided. 
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2.3.13 User 

 

This menu provides a set of views which can 

be requested by the user to control the 

behaviour of specific: 

 

 CICS transactions 

 IMS Transactions 

 Address Spaces  

 Batch jobs 

 Disks 

 Service Classes 

 Report Classes. 

 Storage Groups 

 

This makes it possible to compare activity in 

different systems in the same view. 

The names of the CICS transactions, IMS 

transactions, Address Spaces, Batch jobs,  

Disks, Service and Report Classes to be 

reported have to be put in the USRADDR, 

USRCICS, USRIMS, USRJOBS,  

USRDISK, USRSRVC, USRRPTC and 

USRSTGR of the EPV for z/OS userlib 

library.  

 

2.3.14 User Trends 

 

This menu provides a set of views to analyze 

the trends of specific: 

 

 CICS transactions 

 IMS Transactions 

 Address Spaces  

 Batch Jobs 

 Disks 

 Service Classes 

 Report Classes 

 Storage Groups 

 

requested by the user. 
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2.4 Functions 

2.4.1 Navigation functions 

 

 
 
As shown in the figure above, the following navigation functions are provided in each view.  

 

left arrow – it allows to go to the same view back 1 day; 

 

right arrow – it allows to go to the same view ahead 1 day; 

 

up arrow – it allows to go to the top of the current page; 

 

left split&compare – it allows to compare the current day with a previous date; by 

default the previous day is set but you can choose any date from the calendar; both 

vertical and horizontal compare are provided; 

 

right split&compare – it allows to compare the current day with a next date; by 

default the next day is set but you can choose any date from the calendar; both 

vertical and horizontal compare are provided. 

 

calendar – it allows to go to the same view on any day.  

 

switch – it allows to go to the same view of another system; it is provided only when 

it is possible to have the same view for different systems; for specific views is also 

possible to switch the analysed metric (e.g. from CPU to IIP). 
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2.4.2 Table functions 

 

EPV usability is enhanced by the following additional functions provided in the header of the tables 

of each view: 

 

 

column manager – it allows to select only the columns you want to be displayed in the 

table 

 

table scroll – it formats the table in a box allowing it to scroll vertically while locking 

the headers; when scrolling horizontally the key columns are locked; the key columns 

are predefined for each table;  

 

export to Excel; it allows to export the table content into MS EXCEL; 

 

export to CSV; it allows to export the table content into a CSV file. 

  

favourites;  it creates a link to this table in the EPV main menu under “Favourites”; 

there is no limit to the number of links that can be added; the Favourites list is specific 

for each EPV user; 

 

help; it links to the appropriate page in the help system; a specific help page is 

provided for each view. 

 

 

new tab; it saves the current view in a new tab; it can be used to keep the most 

interesting information for further analysis. 

 

conditional formatting; it allows to highlight view cells depending on filters 

dynamically applied by the user. 

 

create fast path;  it allows to create and manage user fast paths to directly  access a 

predefined set of views organized as desired. 

 

refresh; it allows to refresh the view content. 
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2.4.3 EPV service menu 

 

When clicking on the first icon of the EPV menu in any HTML page you will give the EPV service 

menu
1
.  

 

This menu gives access to the following functions: 

 Home Page - returns to the home page; 

 EPV Focal Point – opens the EPV Focal Point page which resumes 

the EPV product status (only when running the EPV Plus product 

suite); 

 EPV Favourites – provides a complete list of all the favourite views; 

 EPV Tree - provides a complete list in a tree like structure of EPV 

reports; 

 EPV Help Search -  provides a search capability to find one or more 

key words in the EPV help pages; 

 DB Check – provides the statistics page for EPV databases; 

 Contributors  -  provides a list of the people who contributed to 

improving EPV; 

 About EPV – provides  details about the installed product versions. 

 Export Page - exports the full html page in MS-Excel; 

 Get page URI – create a copy of the page showing the full URI; it 

has to be used to export the page to MS-Excel using the provided 

template when no other option is available. 

 Top Page - go to top of current page;  

 

                                                 
1
 When right-clicking in a table cell you’ll get the standard browser menu.  
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2.4.4 Combo box function 

 

On selected views a combo box function allows you to change the metric reported in the table. 

Depending on the specific table different metrics can be chosen. In the following example by using 

the combo box you can analyze CPU utilization using MIPS, MSU, % of CEC, number of CPUs or 

CPI index. 

 

 
 

2.4.5 Sort by column function 

 

Most of the EPV tables can be sorted by any column by simply clicking on the column header. The 

first click will sort the table by descending values. Following clicks will invert the sort order. 

In the example below the table has been sorted by descending MIPS utilization at hour 8; the first 

address space is the heaviest CPU consumer at that time. 
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2.4.6 Instant info 

 

A general info function provides instant information by simply putting the mouse on any table cell. 

In the following example by pointing to the CECSER column you get the estimated capacity in 

MIPS of the CEC. 

 

 
 

2.4.7 Threshold violations 

 

When a threshold is violated the corresponding cell background is coloured in light red. In the 

following example, some jobs trespassed the CPU consumptions base threshold assigned to Batch 

jobs.  

The default threshold is ¼ of one processor capacity in the hour. 

As seen in the previous chapter the total machine capacity is 19.671 MIPS; it has 18 CPUs so each 

CPU has an average capacity of about 1092 MIPS. The threshold is in this case about 273 MIPS 

(1092/4). 

 

 
 

More details about EPV thresholds will be discussed in the next chapter. 
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3 Thresholds and Exceptions 

3.1 Thresholds 

 

A threshold is a value which has to be specified for each metric you want to control. The measured 

values of each metric have to be compared with the correspondent threshold to verify if the 

measured value exceed or is below the threshold and eventually raise an alert. 

 

EPV uses three different threshold types: 

 Base; 

 Advanced;  

 Self-adaptive. 

 

Base thresholds are the simplest form of thresholds used in EPV. 

A base threshold is composed by a value and a logical operator associated to a specific metric; it is 

used to control all the measured values of the metric (in any system, subsystem or hardware 

component, day or time of the day). 

Base thresholds are traditionally used to control resource utilization but they can also be used to 

control application performance and react to loops or excessive CPU usage situations.  

EPV provides a set of base thresholds to control both resource utilization and application 

performance. A base thresholds can be customized by modifying the default values provided in the 

ALERTS member of the USERLIB library
2
. 

In the following table some examples of commonly used base thresholds are presented (indicated 

threshold values are the EPV defaults): 

 

Metric  Operator  Threshold  

CPU busy  GT  95%  

Page fault rate  GT  50 pag/sec  

WLM Performance Index  GT  1,2  

STC CPU usage  GT  900 sec  

CICS Transaction CPU usage  GT  900 sec  

 
The help documentation provided in each html pages always describes the active thresholds in that 

page and their default values. 

 

                                                 
2
 In case you have installed EPV for z/OS Plus you will find the thresholds in the CONFIG.PL member of the EPV ZOS 

product. 
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Base thresholds are very useful but have some limitations which could be addressed by 

implementing Advanced Thresholds  

 
Advanced thresholds overcome the most relevant limitation of base thresholds. The same threshold 

value is, in fact, not valid in all situations; you could accept a high consumption for certain address 

spaces or transactions and not for others. 

Similarly you can allow a high level of paging on some non-important system but you'd want to 

avoid that in production. 

This is the reason why advanced thresholds have been introduced in EPV. The current 

implementation is based on a specific exit associated to each threshold. By changing the sample exit 

provided, customers can set as many different threshold values, for each threshold controlled metric, 

as needed. 

 

To make things simpler the name of each advanced threshold exit is: Txxxxxxx where xxxxxxx is 

the threshold name. 

 

A simple example could be useful to explain how advanced thresholds work. 

Suppose you want to set different thresholds to control the amount of CPU used by a Netview STC 

depending on time of the day and on the system where it runs.  

 

This is the TCPUSTC sample exit provided: 

 
/* SETTING THRESHOLD FOR CPUSTC ALERT FOR EACH        */  

/* STARTED TASK AND EACH SHIFT                        */ 

/* THIS ALERT CONTROLS THE CPU TIME SECONDS USED BY   */ 

/* EACH STARTED TASK                                  */ 

/* THE VARIABLE IS TCPUSTC                            */ 

 

/* THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES CAN BE USED FOR FILTERING: */ 

/* - SYSTEM NAME OF THE SYSTEM                        */ 

/* - JOB NAME OF THE STARTED TASK                     */ 

/* - WKL NAME OF THE WORKLOAD                         */ 

/* - EPVDATE DATE                            */ 

/* - EPVHOUR HOUR OF THE DAY                          */ 

/* - CPUTM  CPU TIME       */ 

 

 

TCPUSTC=&CPUSTC; /* BY DEFAULT                        */ 

 

/* 

IF JOB IN ('XXXXXXXX' 'YYYYYYYY') THEN DO; 

IF EPVHOUR GE 8 AND EPVHOUR LE 10 THEN TCPUSTC=500; 

ELSE IF EPVHOUR GE 11 AND EPVHOUR LE 23 THEN TCPUSTC=600; 

END; 

*/ 

 

As you can see, EPV internally uses the TCPUSTC value which by default is set equal to the 

CPUSTC base threshold. There is a commented (between /* and */) IF structure you can modify to 

fit your needs. 

file:///D:/Dati/dts/EPV%20DEVELOPMENT/EPV%20for%20zOS%209.0/crypto%20demo/ZOSDOC/ADVTHRD.HTML
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IF JOB = 'NETVIEW1' and SYSTEM='PROD' THEN DO; 

IF EPVHOUR GE 8 AND EPVHOUR LE 18 THEN TCPUSTC=3600; 

ELSE TCPUSTC=1800; 

END; 

 
This simple change will set different threshold values for the NETVIEW1 STC when running on the 

PROD system. In the time frame between 8 and 18 it will be allowed to use up to 3.600 seconds in 

an hour (1 full CP) before an exception to be set; in all the other hours the threshold will be 1.800 

seconds. 

The default value specified in the CPUSTC parameter provided in the ALERTS member of the 

USERLIB library will still apply to all the other STCs. 

 

Self-adaptive statistical thresholds provide a more effective approach to control a large number of 

applications also taking into account application variability. 

Setting specific thresholds for each application is a huge piece of work. Beside which you have to 

consider that applications may have one or more peak hours during the day, weekly or monthly peaks, 

and also a yearly peak. 

In these peak periods the load is usually much higher than in normal periods. An increased load causes 

an increase of the number of executed UOW (Units of Work) and a consequent increase in the total 

amount of used resources (e.g. CPU time). 

An increased load also affects response time and its components: elapsed time and queue time. Both 

elapsed and queue time normally tend to increase in this situation but this is not always true. 

Sometimes a very light load can make inefficient use of some system and subsystem features, such as 

DB2 Buffer Pools or the WebSphere JIT (Just In Time) compiler.  

 

Based on recent application behavior, EPV statistical thresholds are automatically built and, more 

important, they are “self-adaptive” which means that you don’t have to set any thresholds. 

 

All EPV thresholds active on Daily Trends views are of this type;  this threshold type is also used for 

average CPU and elapsed time for CICS and IMS transactions. 

 

When a threshold is violated two actions are taken: 

 the corresponding cell background is coloured light red; 

 an exception is created. 

3.2 Exceptions 

 
By default all thresholds violations become exceptions. However they are not the only source 

catered for in the EPV exceptions design. The AMESSAGE member of the EPV library contains the 

message description associated with each exception. 

3.2.1 Grouping exceptions 

 

Each exception is by default associated with a group. 
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A group is a logical name referring to a specific area such as “SYSTEM”, “DB2” or “CICS”.  

 

The product by default creates three different exception groups:  HTML, SYSTEM and STORAGE.  

The AGROUPS member of the EPV library contains the name of the groups and all exceptions 

associated with it. It can be customised to define as many groups as needed. 

To create a new group you simply have to override the default group of any exception typing the 

new name. To relate an exception to more groups you must repeat the exception and modify the 

group name. 

 

The exceptions belonging to the HTML group are published in the Exceptions vision. 

 

For each group other than HTML, a text file (malerts.groupname.txt) is produced, containing all the 

exceptions associated with that specific group.  

3.2.2 Filtering exceptions 

 

Exceptions can be filtered to prevent reporting for less important systems, workloads, non critical 

hours, etc, by customizing the AFILTERS member in the product library. 

 

This member includes two macros: 

 

 %FILTERS - setting the appropriate conditions in this macro you can exclude exceptions 

belonging to the HTML group from being published in the Exceptions vision; 

 %GFILTERS - setting the appropriate conditions in this macro you can exclude exceptions 

belonging to other groups from being included in the text files produced. 

3.2.3 Distributing exceptions 

Exceptions belonging to the HTML group are published in the EPV pages and are therefore 

available to everyone. However this is a “pull” alerting technique. You have to go to the Exceptions 

vision pages to see them. 

  

However text files are created to provide “push” alerts information for the right people. 

Customers can create a group (and therefore a text file) for every technical team (i.e. z/OS, CICS, 

DB2, IMS, Storage, etc.) which will include only the appropriate exceptions.  

Using an e-mail system tool these files can be sent to technical teams every morning in order to alert 

them to critical issues requiring analysis. 

 

The layout of the sequential file is: group name, date, exception description, object, number of 

exceptions, exception name  

 

All fields are comma delimited. 
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3.2.4 Managing exceptions 

Customers can decide to stop the production of specific EPV exceptions when they are aware of a 

problem and there is someone in the company working to solve it; these are considered "managed 

exceptions" in EPV. 

This MANAGED EXCEPTIONS view allows you to control their status. 

To use this facility you have to insert a line, for each exception you want to manage, in your company’s 

EXCEPTIONS MANAGEMENT FILE. By default no exceptions are managed. 
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4 Getting started 
 

EPV has been designed to support many different Capacity Management activities. 

In the following pages we provide some examples on how to use EPV to perform the most common 

forms of analysis.  

Each activity can be composed of one or more tasks. At the beginning of each task a table showing 

the navigation pathway to reach the right html pages is provided.  

 

All the examples are based on real data, masked for privacy reasons, coming from different EPV 

customers.  

 

In most views only the relevant rows and columns are showed to fit the page.  

In hourly based views each indicated hour represents the interval from the start to the end of that 

hour. So hour 20 means between 20:00:00 and 20:59:59. 
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4.1 Day by day performance check 

 

It is a good habit to perform a daily performance check, preferably early in the morning, in order to 

discover as soon as possible any critical issue or anomaly which could impact application and 

system performance. The problem is that, due to the complexity of modern systems, this check could 

take hours to be performed.  

EPV has been designed to perform a complete check of very complex systems in just few minutes. 

 

The following checks should be performed every day: 

 Configuration changes check; 

 Exceptions check. 
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4.1.1 Configuration changes check 

 

Many customers experience performance degradation due to changes applied without following the 

correct change management cycle or changes done in an emergency or testing situation where no 

one remembered to back out the change.  

EPV configuration vision provides a history list of all the major hardware and software changes that 

were applied.  

  

The example navigation pathway is: 

 
 VISION VIEW ACTION 

1 CONFIGURATION CHANGES Check recent CONFIGURATION CHANGES 

2 CONFIGURATION SYSTEMS Click on a system 
 

3 CONFIGURATION SYSTEM CHANGES Check recent CONFIGURATION CHANGES for the 
analysed system  (repeat step 2 and 3 for all the 
systems you want to check) 

Pathway 1 – Configuration changes check 
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1 CONFIGURATION CHANGES Check recent CONFIGURATION CHANGES 

 

Starting from the product menu we want to check if any configuration change occurred on the 8
th

 of 

April or in the previous day; we choose Configuration (see 2.3.4), select 08-Apr-2014 and we get the 

following menu. 

 

 
 

Then we select the CHANGES entry. 

 

 
 

The CHANGES view shows the dates when configuration changes occurred providing both the new 

and old values (after and before the change).    

In this example the last changes happened on 8
th

 and 15
th

 March 2014.  

As you can see an upgrade has been done adding a physical processor to a couple of machine. 

 

We are interested in changes that occurred on the 8
th

 of April 2014 or one day before so we can say 

that no major change of the shared resources occurred in the analysed period of time.  

 
2 CONFIGURATION SYSTEMS Click on a system 

 

 

Now we select the SYSTEMS entry in the menu and we get the following view.  
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We click on PROD to access the system specific CONFIGURATION menu.  

 
3 CONFIGURATION SYSTEM CHANGES Check recent CONFIGURATION CHANGES for the 

analysed system  (repeat step 2 and 3 for all the 
systems you want to check) 

 

 
 

 

Then select the SYSTEM CHANGES entry. 

 

 
 

 

The SYSTEM CHANGES view shows the dates when system configuration changes occurred 

providing both the new and old values (after and before the change).    

 

In this example the only change happened on 15
th

 March 2014. The number of logical CPUs 

assigned to the LPAR has been increased from 3 to 4. 

 

We are interested in changes that occurred on the 8
th

 of  April 2014 or one day before so we can say 

that no major change occurred in the analysed period of time in the PROD system.  
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4.1.2 Exceptions check 

 

EPV provides exceptions views to check all the alerts found in the HTML pages produced. From this 

page you have a direct link to the view showing the problem.  

 

The example navigation pathway is:  

 
 VISION VIEW ACTION 

1 EXCEPTIONS ALL EXCEPTIONS Look at  the APPLICATION CPU exception; click on an 
exception message 

2 EXCEPTIONS EXCEPTIONS DETAIL Check details; click on a specific OBJECT to drill down 

to the appropriate view 

3 WORKLOADS ADDRESS SPACES 

MIPS DETAIL   
Analyse the address space consumption hourly profile 

 Pathway 2 – Exceptions check 
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1 EXCEPTIONS ALL EXCEPTIONS Look at  the APPLICATION CPU exception; click on an 

exception message 

 

Starting from the product menu we choose Exceptions (see 2.3.3), a date we want to analyse (16-

Apr-2014 in this case) and we get the following menu. 

 

 
 

 

Then we select the ALL EXCEPTIONS entry. 

 

 
 

The ALL EXCEPTIONS view shows all the exceptions belonging to any system or shared 

component grouped by area and alert. In this example one of the most critical issue seems to be the 

amount of CPU used by some JOB address spaces.  

 

The MESSAGE, FREQ, OP,THRESHOLD,ALERT and SCOPE columns say that: JOB BATCH 

CPU TIME USED IN ONE HOUR  was on 31 occurrences GE 900,00 seconds. 

 

The name of the variable related to this alert is CPUJOB and the importance of this exception is 

classified by default to 1.  

 

Clicking on that message we get the Exceptions detail view.  

../../Giuseppe/EPV%20for%20zOS%207.0/crypto%20demo/EPV%20V7/ZOSHTML/MALERTS.CPUOMVS.D11JAN08.HTML
../../Giuseppe/EPV%20for%20zOS%207.0/crypto%20demo/EPV%20V7/ZOSHTML/MALERTS.CPUOMVS.D11JAN08.HTML
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2 EXCEPTIONS EXCEPTIONS DETAIL Check details; click on a specific OBJECT to drill down 

to the appropriate view 

 

Entries are sorted by descending number of occurrences. The first entry says that J4921021 running 

on the PROD system used more CPU than the threshold 6 times (in six different hours). The 

minimum hourly measured consumption was 2.967,2 CPU seconds while the maximum was 3.455,2 

CPU seconds. 

 

 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

 

Clicking on the object we get the ADDRESS SPACES MIPS DETAIL view which provides an 

hourly profile of J4921021 CPU usage. 

 

  
3 WORKLOADS ADDRESS SPACES 

MIPS DETAIL   
Analyse the address space consumption hourly profile 

  

 

 
 

This view has been sorted by descending CPU usage at 20; it shows the CPU usage in MIPS. Similar 

views showing MSUs and percentage of the system workload are available. 

 

In this case the job seems to be in a sort of CPU loop consuming about 1000 MIPS for many hours. 
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4.2 System tuning 

 

EPV can help system managers to tune their systems more efficiently. By simply looking at the 

Exceptions vision one can find some tuning opportunities.   

However if no threshold has been violated you will have no information in the Exceptions views.  

A more complete and proactive approach is to also look at the EPV views including all the major 

resources and workloads KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) such as PR/SM overhead, system 

overhead, CPU, AAP and IIP Utilization, Page Fault rate, Coupling Facility requests service time, 

etc. 

 

Two of the most important analysis you should do are related to the overhead; you should perform 

them on a regular basis; 

 PR/SM overhead; 

 System overhead. 
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4.2.1 PR/SM overhead 

 

On each CEC there is a fictitious partition called PHYSICAL where the overhead due to PRSM 

management is assigned. It is a very good indicator to check in order to understand if excessive CPU 

cycles are wasted. 

As a general rule, overhead depends on: 

- the number of active partitions; 

- the number of logical CPs; 

- the partitions utilization; 

- HiperDispatch behaviour. 

 

The example navigation pathway is:  

 
 VISION VIEW ACTION 

1 RESOURCES 
DAILY TRENDS 

CEC cecser CPU 
UTILIZATION 

Look at CECSER PHYSICAL overhead; click on 
PHYSICAL to see the additional PR/SM overhead 

2 RESOURCES 
DAILY TRENDS 

CEC cecser CPU 
OVHD 

Click on a date to look at hourly distribution of 
PHYSICAL and the additional overhead each LPAR 
produce to talk with PR/SM; 

3 WORKLOADS SYSTEM MF 
INDEXES 

Starting from the CPU UTILIZATION click on a  
system to get the SYSTEM WORKLOAD menu; then 

choose SYSTEM MF INDEXES 
 

4 WORKLOADS SYSTEM CPU USAGE Starting from the SYSTEM WORKLOAD menu 

choose SYSTEM CPU USAGE then set the combo-
box to % PARK to analyse HiperDispatch parking 

activity 
 

Pathway 3 – PR/SM overhead 
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1 RESOURCES 

DAILY TRENDS 

CEC cecser CPU 

UTILIZATION 

Look at CECSER PHYSICAL overhead 

 

Starting from the product menu we choose Resources Daily Trends (see 2.3.9), a CEC and we get 

the following view. In the combo-box we selected the prime shift hours. 

 

 
 

The PHYSICAL column shows the CPU overhead in MIPS in charge to PR/SM to manage the CEC 

LPARs. You can note it is always more than 100 MIPS and it’s not much correlated with the total 

CPU used (see USED column). 

 
2 RESOURCES 

DAILY TRENDS 
CEC cecser CPU 
OVHD 

Click on PHYSICAL to look at the additional 
overhead each LPAR produce to talk with PR/SM; 

 

By clicking the PHYSICAL header you get the CEC cecser CPU OVHD view. It shows, together 

with the PHYSICAL MIPS used, the additional MIPS used by each LPAR to talk with PR/SM. 

This is the second part of the PR/SM overhead you can measure. 
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As you can note if you include the PR/SM overhead internal to all the LPARs the total overhead 

exceeds 200 MIPS. 

 

Unfortunately the biggest part of the PR/SM overhead is not directly measured. 

 

To understand if the hidden PR/SM overhead is relevant you need some further analysis. 

 
3 WORKLOADS SYSTEM MF 

INDEXES 
Starting from the CPU UTILIZATION click on a 
system to get the SYSTEM WORKLOAD menu; then 
choose SYSTEM MF INDEXES 
 

 

By clicking on a date you can link the CPU UTILIZATION view showing CECs utilization by 

LPAR. 

We choose the 16
th

 of September 2014. 
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From this view you can click on the LPAR name to go and analyse the PR/SM configuration or click 

on the SYSTEM name (only the collected system are linkable) to analyse the system workload. We 

choose the SYS2 system because it runs the production workload. 

 

 
 

From the SYSTEM WORKLOAD menu above choose SYSTEM MF INDEXES. 
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The first two rows show the percentage of cache level-1 misses (L1M) and the Relative Nest 

Intensity (RNI) which indicates the level of activity to the most performance sensitive area of the 

memory hierarchy: shared caches and memory. These two metrics help you understand which 

benchmark best represents your system workload and has to be used in your capacity planning 

studies. 

 

The third row shows the average number of cycles needed per instruction (CPI); it is a good 

indicator of the hidden PR/SM overhead. The lower the better. 

In this case the value looks good (lower than 3 in the peak hours) and stable.  

 
4 WORKLOADS SYSTEM CPU USAGE Starting from the SYSTEM WORKLOAD menu 

choose SYSTEM CPU USAGE then set the combo-
box to % PARK to analyse HiperDispatch parking 

activity 

 

Going back to the SYSTEM WORKLOAD menu you can choose SYSTEM CPU USAGE and set 

% PARK in the combo-box to analyse HiperDispatch parking activity. 

 

 
 

You can note that no parking activity is done on the first 9 logical processors; it means that 9 

physical processors are pseudo dedicated to SYS2.  This explains the good CPI values.  
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4.2.2 System overhead 

 

Beside the PR/SM overhead you should always take care of the system overhead. 

The best indicators of the amount of system overhead are: 

 the amount of CPU used by the system but not charged to any address space; 

 the amount of CPU used by the system address spaces. 

 

The example navigation pathway is:  

 
 VISION VIEW ACTION 

1 SYSTEM DAILY 

TRENDS 

SYSTEM CAPTURE 

RATIO 

Select a system and look at the SYSTEM CAPTURE 

RATIO values 

2 SYSTEM DAILY 
TRENDS 

SYSTEM CPU 
UTILIZATION  

Go back the menu and look at the SYSTEM CPU 
UTILIZATION values 

3 RESOURCES 
DAILY TRENDS 

SYSTEM PAGE 
FAULT RATE  

Select the same system and look at the SYSTEM 
PAGE FAULT RATE values  

4 I/O RESOURCES 
DAILY TRENDS 

SYSTEM DISK 
IORATE 

Select the same system and look at the SYSTEM 
DISK IORATE values  

5 WORKLOADS 

DAILY TRENDS 

SYSTEM CPU MIPS 

BY WORKLOAD 

Select any workload in the TOTAL WORKLOAD CPU 

SU view, the same system, the SYSTEM CPU MIPS 
BY WORKLOAD view  and SYS in the combo-box 

Pathway 4 – System overhead 
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1 SYSTEM DAILY 

TRENDS 

SYSTEM CAPTURE 

RATIO 

Select a system and look at the SYSTEM CAPTURE 

RATIO values 

 

Starting from the product menu we choose System Daily Trends (see 2.3.9), the TEST system and 

we get the following menu. 

 

 
 

 

Then we select the SYSTEM CPU CAPTURE RATIO entry. 

 

 
 

The system capture ratio tells you which percentage of the CPU used by the whole system has been 

charged to address spaces. 

Optimal values are above 90%. You can note that most of the values are much lower in this case.  

 

There are many possible reasons for that: 

 lightly loaded system (it can be what IBM calls low utilization effect); 

 high paging activity (because paging activity is not charged to the address spaces); 

 high I/O activity (because part of the I/O is not charged to the address spaces).. 

 
2 SYSTEM DAILY 

TRENDS 
SYSTEM CPU 
UTILIZATION  

Go back the menu and look at the SYSTEM CPU 
UTILIZATION values 

 

We go back to the menu and we choose the SYSTEM CPU UTILIZATION view to check the 

system load. 
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The CPU load is not very high but it doesn’t look correlated to the low system capture ratio values. 

 
3 RESOURCES 

DAILY TRENDS 
SYSTEM PAGE 
FAULT RATE  

Select the same system and look at the SYSTEM 
PAGE FAULT RATE values  

 

Starting from the product menu we choose now Resources Daily Trends (see 2.3.9) and we get the 

following menu. 

 
 

Then we select the SYSTEM PAGE FAULT RATE entry and the TEST system. 

 

 
 

The page fault rate is enough high and somewhat correlated to the low system capture ratio values. 

 
4 I/O RESOURCES 

DAILY TRENDS 
SYSTEM DISK 
IORATE 

Select the same system and look at the SYSTEM 
DISK IORATE values  
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Starting from the product menu we choose now I/O Resources Daily Trends (see 2.3.9) and we get 

the following menu. 

 

 
 

Then we select the DISK I/O RATE BY SYSTEM entry, the TEST system and we get the 

following view. 

 

 
 

EPV provides an index (IOC) to track the ratio between disk I/O rate and MIPS used.  

Optimal values should be lower than 3; it also means that memory is exploited to reduce the I/O rate 

and improve applications performance.  

 

The table below shows the IOC index for the TEST system. As you can see it’s very high in most of 

the hours. 

 

SYSTEM DATE DAY 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
TEST 18/04/2014 Fri 6,5 4,0 4,9 5,1 3,7 4,9 3,7 5,4 2,9 1,4 

TEST 17/04/2014 Thu 6,1 6,3 5,1 4,7 4,3 6,1 5,0 5,5 6,3 5,5 

TEST 16/04/2014 Wed 5,3 4,8 3,9 4,2 6,0 4,2 3,5 4,5 4,9 4,7 

TEST 15/04/2014 Tue 3,2 4,4 3,9 4,7 5,0 4,5 5,3 4,9 5,8 3,9 

TEST 14/04/2014 Mon 5,4 4,4 5,0 5,4 5,6 6,3 5,5 7,0 7,1 8,2  
 

 

 

 
5 WORKLOADS SYSTEM CPU MIPS Select any workload in the TOTAL WORKLOAD CPU 
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DAILY TRENDS BY WORKLOAD SU view, the same system, the SYSTEM CPU MIPS 

BY WORKLOAD view  and SYS in the combo-box 

 

Starting from the product menu we choose now Workloads Daily Trends (see 2.3.9) and we get the 

TOTAL WORKLOAD CPU SU (not shown here).  

We select a workload (any) and we get the WORKLOAD CPU SU view (not shown here). 

Then we select the TEST system and in the page we get we choose the SYSTEM CPU MIPS BY 

WORKLOAD view. 

 

Finally in the combo-box we choose SYS. 

 

By default EPV creates a SYS workload including all the system address spaces. You should expect 

the amount of CPU used to be very low (max 10% of the total CPU used by the system). 
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4.3 Application tuning 

 

EPV provides throughput, performance and resource consumption, for online and  batch application 

activity. Reports are provided at detail and trend level. Exceptions can also be found for batch jobs 

and transactions (CICS, DDF, IMS, WMQ, and WebSphere) that consume a high amount of 

processor time or behave abnormally. 

EPV also provides information about resources used by WLM service and report classes and a 

detailed analysis of the Performance Index which is the first indicator to look at in order to 

understand if every workload is reaching or not its performance goal. 

 

In this chapter we will show an example of the following analysis: 

 CICS transactions performance; 

 Service Class Performance Index. 
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4.3.1 CICS transactions performance 

 

Many CICS subsystems and applications can be run in a single z/OS system. While it’s absolutely 

possible to focus on a specific CICS and its applications, it’s normally more practical to start from 

trend analysis or from the exceptions to identify abnormal consumptions, performance or anomalies.  

 

The example navigation pathway is:  

 
 VISION VIEW ACTION 

1 EXCEPTIONS SYSTEM 

EXCEPTIONS DETAIL 

In the EXCEPTIONS menu choose SYSTEM 

EXCEPTIONS and then select a system 

2 EXCEPTIONS TOP CICS 
TRANSACTION 
TOTAL CPU TIME 

Click on a CICS transaction exception to investigate 
transaction performance  

3 EXCEPTIONS TOP CICS 

TRANSACTION AVG 
CPU TIME 

In the page menu choose TOP CICS TRANSACTION 

AVG CPU TIME and search for the same 
transaction; in the combo-box select AVG DB2 to 
view the CPU time spent in DB2 

Pathway 5 – CICS transactions performance 
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1 EXCEPTIONS SYSTEM 

EXCEPTIONS DETAIL 

In the EXCEPTIONS menu choose SYSTEM 

EXCEPTIONS and then select a system 

 

In the EPV product menu we choose EXCEPTIONS, the SYSTEM EXCEPTIONS view then we select 

the SYSJ system. 

We get the SYSTEM EXCEPTIONS DETAIL view that summarizes all the exceptions found in the 

system. 

 

 
 

The first two rows refer to the TP2P CICS transaction running into different CICS subsystems
3
. 

 
2 EXCEPTIONS TOP CICS 

TRANSACTION 
TOTAL CPU TIME 

Click on a CICS transaction exception to investigate 
transaction performance  

 

By clicking on the first exception we get the following view. 

 

 

                                                 
3
 You can note that exceptions are also signalled for DDF and IMS applications. 
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At hour 11, the TP2P transaction used more than 900 CPU seconds, which is the default threshold for 

CICS transactions.  

 

The view shows the total CPU used by all the TP2P transactions run in each hour. However this 

information is not enough to understand if this transaction should be tuned; the total CPU time is the 

result of two factors: the number of executions and their average CPU time. 

 

By looking at the FREQ and TOTAL columns we see that the executions are about 12.000 versus about 

5.000 CPU seconds across the whole day. So at a first glance it seems to be a very heavy transaction. 

 
3 EXCEPTIONS TOP CICS 

TRANSACTION AVG 

CPU TIME 

In the page menu choose TOP CICS TRANSACTION 
AVG CPU TIME and search for the same 

transaction; in the combo-box select AVG DB2 to 
view the CPU time spent in DB2 

 

In the page menu we select the TOP CICS TRANSACTION AVG CPU TIME entry. 

 

 
 

 

We get the following view. 

 

 
 

As expected, the average CPU time is pretty high close to half a second in all the peak hours. 

 

We can also chek very easily if this CPU time has been spent in DB2 or not. 

We need only to select AVG DB2 in the combo-box. 
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As you can see only a couple of CPU milliseconds are used inside DB2. 

The conclusion is that this transaction should be tuned but all the efforts should be put in analysing the 

application behaviour when running outside DB2.  
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4.3.2 Service Class Performance Index 

 

The service class Performance Index (PI) is a very important indicator to evaluate if service 

objectives as defined to WLM are met for each service class period. 

A PI close to 1 (from 0,8 to 1,2) means that the requested service level has been reached. 

A PI much lower than 1 (lower than 0,8) means that the service level obtained is much better than 

the requested one; this can happen both for resource abundance or because the defined objectives are 

not ambitious enough. 

A PI much greater than 1 (greater than 1,2) means that the requested service level has not been 

reached; this can happen due to resources shortages or overly ambitious defined objectives.  

PI has to be checked both at the sysplex and system level. 

 

The example navigation pathway is:  

 
 VISION VIEW ACTION 

1 WORKLOADS SYSPLEX SERVICE CLASS 
PI BY SYSPLEX 

Check service classes with high sysplex PI 
values. Click on one of  those service class to 

analyse their system PIs 

2 WORKLOADS SYSTEM SERVICE CLASS 
PI BY SYSTEM 

Check the analysed service class system PI. 
Click on the service class name again to get 
this service class PI trends 

3 SYSTEM DAILY 

TRENDS 

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 

INDEXES 

Check PI trends to evaluate service class 

behaviour in the last days  

4 WORKLOADS SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 
INDEXES 

Click on the PERCENTILE link (PCT) to access 
the response time distribution  

5 WORKLOADS SERVICE CLASS 

RESPONSE TIME 
DISTRIBUTION 

Check response time decomposition in 

execution and queue time 

6 WORKLOADS SERVICE CLASS 
RESPONSE TIME 
DISTRIBUTION 

Go back to SYSTEM PERFORMANCE INDEXES 
view and click on the period number (PER) to 
analyse service class general delays 

Pathway 6 – Performance Index 
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1 WORKLOADS SYSPLEX SERVICE CLASS 

PI BY SYSPLEX 

Check service classes with high sysplex PI 

values. Click on one of  those service class to 
analyse their system PIs 

 

Starting from the product menu  we choose Workloads (see 2.3.5), a date we want to analyse (11-

Apr-2014 in this case) and we get the following menu. 

 

 
 

Then we select the SERVICE CLASS PI BY SYSPLEX and the PLEX01 sysplex. 

 

 
 

In this example, two service classes missed their goal: BATRINN period 1 in just one hour, BBOTR 

period 1 in two hours at 9 and 10. BBOTR has importance 2 so we will focus on that. 

When a service class has a percentile goal and the PI is so bad that it can’t be evaluated it is 

indicated with ‘**’.   

Clicking on BBOTR we can analyse its PI at the system level. 

 
2 WORKLOADS SYSTEM SERVICE CLASS 

PI BY SYSTEM 
Check the analysed service class system PI. 
Click on the service class name again to get 
this service class PI trends 

 
We see that this service class is active on SYSA and SYSB system. 

In SYSB also the BBOSR service class is missing the goal in the same hours. 
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The BBOSR service class is dedicated to the WebSphere servant address spaces while the BBOTR 

service class hosts the WebSphere transactions (running as enclaves) so they are strictly correlated. 

 

By clicking on BBOTR in the SYSB row we can analyse the service class PI trends inside the SYSB 

system. 

 
3 SYSTEM DAILY 

TRENDS 
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 
INDEXES 

Check PI trends to evaluate service class 
behaviour in the last days  

 

There are sporadic high values but the most critical day still looks the 11
th

 of April. 

 

 
 

Clicking on a that date we get the SYSTEM PERFORMANCE INDEXES view. 
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4 WORKLOADS SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 

INDEXES 

Click on the PERCENTILE link (PCT) to access 

the response time distribution  

 

From this view you can start many different forms of analysis. We will show only a couple of them. 

 

 
 
We click the PCT link in the GTYPE column to get the SERVICE CLASS RESPONSE TIME 

DISTRIBUTION view.  

 
5 WORKLOADS SERVICE CLASS 

RESPONSE TIME 
DISTRIBUTION 

Check response time decomposition in 

execution and queue time 

 
From this view it’s clear that something impacted service class performance at 9 and 10. 

You can note that the number of transactions completing in more than 1 second (see the 

OVERGOAL row) is very high in those hours. 

 

The last four rows show average response (ACTUAL), service (EXECUTION), queue (QUEUED) 

and consumption (CPU) times.  

 

You can note a big increase in the number of transactions and response time between 9 and 10. 

Response time increase has been due to partially to the service time and mostly to the queue time. 

This is the reason of the high Performance Index. 
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To get some more details we can investigate service class delay reasons. 

 
6 WORKLOADS SERVICE CLASS 

RESPONSE TIME 
DISTRIBUTION 

Go back to SYSTEM PERFORMANCE INDEXES 

view and click on the period number (PER) to 
analyse service class general delays 

 
Go back to SYSTEM PERFORMANCE INDEXES view and click on the BBOTR period number 

in the PER column to analyse service class general delays. 
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You can note very high QMPL delays. What’s happened is that the increased number of BBOTR 

requests increased made necessary to start new WebSphere servant regions. In the mean time 

existing servant regions were overloaded with consequent increase of service and queue time. 
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4.4 Storage management  

 

Storage management involves controlling the performance of all the I/O components as channels, 

physical control units, SSIDs , disk volumes and the amount of storage. It’s also very important to 

understand the configuration environment. 

 

In this chapter  we will provide the following analysis examples: 

 High I/O intensity logical disk; 

 Disk space usage by storage group. 
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4.4.1 High I/O intensity logical disk volume 

 

Generally speaking there are two kind of disk logical volumes that should be tuned; disks with a bad 

response time and disks with a very high activity rate. 

 

The I/O intensity index, calculated multiplying the response time by the I/O rate, has been created to 

combine these elements.  

 

The example navigation pathway is: 

 
 VISION VIEW ACTION 

1 I/O RESOURCES SYSTEM DISK 
IORATE 

Analyse disk I/O rate by system on a specific date 
 

2 I/O RESOURCES DISK SYSTEM 
STATISTICS 

Analyse disk I/O statistics on a specific system 

3 I/O RESOURCES DISK SYSTEM 
TOP I/O 
INTENSITY 

Analyse top disk logical volumes by I/O intensity 

Pathway 7 – High I/O intensity logical disk volume 
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1 I/O RESOURCES SYSTEM DISK 

IORATE 

Analyse disk I/O rate by system on a specific date 

 

 

Starting from the product menu we want to check the amount of disk I/O performed by each system 

on the 11
th

 of April 2014. So we choose I/O resources (see 2.3.8), select 11-Apr-2014 and we get the 

following menu. 

 

 
 

 

We choose the SYSTEM DISK IORATE view  

 

 

 
 

You can note the huge I/O rate of the SYS4 system. 

 
2 I/O RESOURCES DISK SYSTEM 

STATISTICS 

Analyse disk I/O statistics on a specific system 

 

We go back to the menu and choose the DISK SYSTEM STATISTICS view  
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You can note that the response time is always under 1 millisecond and more than 90% of the I/O 

operation of this system are writes.  

 
3 I/O RESOURCES DISK SYSTEM 

TOP I/O 
INTENSITY 

Analyse top disk logical volumes by I/O intensity 

 

We go again to the menu and choose the DISK SYSTEM TOP I/O INTENSITY view  

 

By clicking IORATE in the header we sort the table descendently. 

 

 
 

The DB5735 volume looks a good candidate for tuning. It shows thousands of I/O per second in the 

peak hours. All of them are read operations.  
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4.4.2 Disk space used by storage group 

 

A big part of the activity of a storage manager consists in providing the needed space to the 

requesting applications. 

 

In this example we show how to check disk space usage by looking at the device models and, more 

important, to the different storage groups.   

 

The example navigation pathway is: 

 
 VISION VIEW ACTION 

1 CONFIGURATION DISK SUMMARY Analyse disk space usage by device model 

2 CONFIGURATION STORAGE 
GROUPS 

Analyse disk space usage by storage group 

3 I/O RESOURCES 
MONTHLY 
TRENDS 

TOP STORAGE 
GROUP AVERAGE 
SPACE USED 
MONTH TREND 

Analyse most active storage group trends 

4 I/O RESOURCES 
MONTHLY 
TRENDS 

STORAGE GROUP 
AVERAGE SPACE 
USED MONTH 
TREND 

Analyse all storage groups trends 

Pathway 8 – Disk space usage 
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1 CONFIGURATION DISK SUMMARY Analyse disk space usage by device model 

 

Starting from the product menu we choose Configuration (see 2.3.2), a date we want to analyse (21-

Apr-2014 in this case) and we get the following menu. 

 

 
 

 

Then we select the DISK SUMMARY entry. 

 

 
 

Four device model are used. Free space percentage is about 65% for 3390 model 1, 34% for model 

27, 24% for model 54 and 27% for model 9. 

 

To check which Storage Group is the heaviest space user we scroll up the page to the STORAGE 

GROUPS view. 
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2 CONFIGURATION STORAGE 

GROUPS 

Analyse disk space usage by storage group 

 

 
 

The STORAGE GROUPS entry provides the list of all the storage groups and the space they use. 

In this example we see that DBD2201 is the biggest one and it is almost full.  

 

Note that an ******** column is reported. It includes all the disks not belonging to any storage 

group. 

 
3 I/O RESOURCES 

MONTHLY 
TRENDS 

TOP STORAGE 
GROUP AVERAGE 
SPACE USED 

MONTH TREND 

Analyse most active storage group trends 

 

Starting from the product menu we choose Monthly Trends, I/O Resources Monthly Trends (see 

2.3.11) and we get the following menu. 

 

 
 

 

Then we select the TOP STORAGE GROUP AVERAGE SPACE USED entry. 
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Using this view we can check the growth tendency of the major storage groups.  

DBD2201 used space is slowly growing while DBD2101 seems to be more stable. 

In relative terms the PROSD01 storage group seems to grow faster than any other. It increased by 

about 30% in 4 months.  

 
4 I/O RESOURCES 

MONTHLY 
TRENDS 

STORAGE GROUP 
AVERAGE SPACE 
USED MONTH 
TREND 

Analyse all storage groups trends 

 

OTHER includes all the other storage groups not shown in the Top 10; by clicking on the OTHER 

link the usage of all the storage groups is presented (not shown here). 
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4.5 Technical reporting 

 

EPV provides a wealth of HTML pages with more then 90% of reports needed by the organization. 

Any html page or table can be imported into Excel and modified to fit the user’s needs.  

 
The following are just a subset of the reports you can produce in just few seconds: 

 CPU utilization; 

 Memory utilization.  
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4.5.1 CPU utilization  

 

Analysing CPU utilization is probably the most common and important activity of any performance 

analyst. EPV allows to do that in just few clicks.  

 

In this example we will show how you can start from the CEC utilization by LPAR, drill down at the 

system level and find a couple of possible performance issues to take care of. 

Similar navigation can be used to analyse zAAP and zIIP. 

 

The example navigation pathway is: 

 
 VISION VIEW ACTION 

1 RESOURCES CPU UTILIZATION Analyse CPU utilization by LPAR; click on a system link 

2 WORKLOADS SYSTEM 
WORKLOADS CPU 

Click on the SYSTEM WORKLOADS CPU menu entry 
then click on the TOTAL link in the WKL column 

3 WORKLOADS ADDRESS 
SPACES MIPS 

Click on an hour to sort the address spaces by 
descending MIPS consumption in this hour 

Pathway 9 – CPU utilization 
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1 RESOURCES CPU UTILIZATION Analyse CPU utilization by LPAR; click on a system link 

 
Starting from the product menu we choose Resources (see 2.3.3), a date we want to analyse (15-Apr-

2014 in this case) and we get the following menu. 

 

 
 

 

Then we select the CPU UTILIZATION entry. 

 

 
 

A combo-box allows you to analyse the CPU utilization by using 5 different metrics. In this example 

we will use MIPS. 

In the view above, a separate line for each LPAR in the CEC is provided; it shows the average MIPS 

used in each hour. 

 

Note that the SYSTEM column is empty for some LPARs. It means that no data have been collected 

for that system so drilling down is not possible. 

 

Finally the RMF and USED links allow you to get the same report at the RMF interval and to 

analyse the amount of zIIP eligible work running on standard CPUs respectively.     
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Now focus on the SYSN system. You can see that the peak hour is at 11 when about 9.704 MIPS 

have been used.  

 

To understand which workloads contributed to this peak we click on the SYSN system link. 

 
2 WORKLOADS SYSTEM 

WORKLOADS CPU 

Click on the SYSTEM WORKLOADS CPU menu entry 

then click on the TOTAL link in the WKL column 

 

In the page menu choose the SYSTEM WORKLOADS CPU menu entry. 

Also in this case you have more metrics available in the combo-box. Let’s stay on MIPS. 

 

 
 

As expected the major workloads in the peak hours are CICS, DB2 and IMS. 

However you can see that in some hours, included 11, the batch workload (JOB) is pretty high.  

 

The TOTAL line summarize all the workload consumtion. You can note that at 11 the reported value 

is about 9.095 much lower than what we get in the previous report. The reason for that difference is 

that part of the CPU consumption is not charged to any workload or address space (see the System 

Overhead discussion in 4.2.2).  

 

Now click on the TOTAL link to get address space consumption details. 
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3 WORKLOADS ADDRESS 

SPACES MIPS 

Click on an hour to sort the address spaces by 

descending MIPS consumption in this hour 

 

The ADDRESS SPACES MIPS view shows a line for each address space with an average CPU 

consumption of at least 1 MIPS during the whole day.  

Address spaces with a lower consumtion are aggregated together inside each workload and presented 

as OTHER in the ADDRESS SPACE column (not shown in this example). 

 

 
 

You can see that at 11 the major CPU user is a DB2 DIST address space (which includes the 

consumption of all the request arriving to DB2 through DDF). 

 

The second and third in the rank are two batch jobs (DB2ADR02 and DB2DIPEN) which used about 

900 MIPS together in the analysed hour. 

 

You can also note that they are assigned to the BATCH_LO service class. 
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4.5.2 Memory utilization 

 

The second most important resource in a z/OS system is memory.  

In this example we will show how, in just few clicks, you can understand if your system is memory 

constrained or not, how much memory is the system using, if you have not exploited memory 

available and  who is using memory. 

 

The example navigation pathway is: 

 
 VISION VIEW ACTION 

1 RESOURCES 
DAILY TRENDS 

PAGE FAULT 
RATE 

Analyse page fault rate by LPAR; eventually choose a 
different shift in the combo-box 

2 RESOURCES 
DAILY TRENDS 

MEMORY 
UTILIZATION 

Analyse memory utilization by LPAR; click on a system 
link to analyse memory utilization hour by hour and 
day by day 

3 CONFIGURATION SYSTEMS Analyse the amount of memory assigned to each 

system 

Pathway 10 – Memory utilization 
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1 RESOURCES 

DAILY TRENDS 

PAGE FAULT 

RATE 

Analyse page fault rate by LPAR; eventually choose a 

different shift in the combo-box 

 

Starting from the product menu we choose Resources Daily Trends (see 2.3.9) and we get the 

following menu. 

 

 
 

Then we select the PAGE FAULT RATE entry. 

 
 

The view above shows the hourly average of the page fault rate. Page fault is the most critical type of 

paging because it directly impacts application performance. One digit values are good, two digits 

values are acceptable especially if they are sporadic and don’t impact subsystems such as CICS and 

DB2, 3  digit values should be investigated.  

 

In this example the page fault rate is practically zero for all the systems. Please note that reported 

values are averages calculated across the all day shift (see combo-box). 

However you can create as many shift you need and analyse page fault rate (and all the other daily 

trends metrics) in the shift which is more important to you. 
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As an alternative by clicking on the system name you will get the page fault rate daily and hourly 

profile for that system (see next step about memory utilization). 

  

However it’s clear that none of the systems has been memory constrained in the last 10 days.  

Now we want to see how much memory is each system using. 

  
2 RESOURCES 

DAILY TRENDS 

MEMORY 

UTILIZATION 

Analyse memory utilization by LPAR; click on a system 

link to analyse memory utilization hour by hour and 
day by day 

 

Go back to the menu and choose the MEMORY UTILIZATION view 

 

 
 

Now click on the SYSH system link. 

 

The SYSTEM MEMORY UTILIZATION view shows the daily and hourly profile of the amount of 

memory used by the SYSH system. 
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The highest value was at 8 on the 9
th

 of April when 37.911 MB of memory have been used. 

 

The next question is: how much memory has this system available ? 

 
3 CONFIGURATION SYSTEMS Analyse the amount of memory assigned to each 

system 

 

Starting from the product menu we choose Configuration (see 2.3.3), a date we want to analyse (18-

Apr-2014 in this case) and we get the following menu. 

 

 
 

Then we select the SYSTEMS entry. 
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You can see that 64GB are assigned to SYSH but the system is currently exploiting less than 40GB. 

Even if considering that more memory could be used in peaks shorter than an hour it looks that there is 

a lot of memory that could be exploited to reduce the number of I/Os performed and to improve 

application performance by using some of the available Data In Memory techniques. 
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4.6 Capacity planning 

 

The objective of capacity planning is to guarantee adequate resources to meet service levels in a cost 

effective manner. In order to achieve this objective all resources need to be sized sufficiently to 

optimize performance and throughput to avoid bottlenecks. EPV provides most of the information 

you need to perform capacity planning including: 

 detailed and trend views for all resources; 

 detailed and trend views for systems and workloads; 

 system percentile views; 

 EPV capacity planning indexes. 

 

In the last years software costs has become a major concern for all z/OS sites. By adopting the WLC 

policy consistent savings can be often obtained so WLC analysis has become an essential step of the 

capacity planning process. 

 

In this chapter  we will provide the following analysis examples: 

 CPU forecasting; 

 WLC analysis. 
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4.6.1 CPU forecasting  

 

Very roughly the CPU forecasting process is the following: you estimate the current system 

utilization (baseline); to this value you apply a monthly positive or negative growth percentage 

(natural growth); on each month where you expect a new application to be released, modified or 

eliminated you add the positive or negative consumption (planned growth). 

 

Estimating the planned growth is a very wide topic. So it’s not be discussed here. 

 

In this chapter we show how to perform the following steps:  

 Estimating the baseline 

 Estimating the natural growth 

 

The example navigation pathway is: 

 
 VISION VIEW ACTION 

1 SYSTEM 
DAILY  
TRENDS 

SYSTEM PERCENTILE 
STATISTICS  

Select the TOTAL CPU SU view, a system and the 
SYSTEM CPU UTILIZATION view; export the table to 
Excel then select days and hours according to your 
workload characteristics; finally choose a percentile 
as your system baseline 

2 RESOURCE 

MONTHLY 

TRENDS 

AVERAGE CPU MIPS 

USED  

Export the view in MS-Excel and create a graph to 

evaluate trends of CPU usage by LPAR and to 

identify peak months; estimate the natural growth 

Pathway 11 – Capacity Planning 
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1 SYSTEM 

DAILY  
TRENDS 

SYSTEM PERCENTILE 

STATISTICS  

Select the TOTAL CPU SU view, a system and the 

SYSTEM CPU UTILIZATION view; export the table to 
Excel then select days and hours according to your 
workload characteristics; finally choose a percentile 
as your system baseline 

 

Starting from the product menu we choose Daily Trends (see 2.3.9), System Daily Trends and we 

get the following menu. 

 

 
 

 

Then we select the TOTAL CPU SU view and click on SYS2  

 

 

 
 

 

We get the SYS2 daily trends menu and we select the SYSTEM CPU UTILIZATION view. 
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Now we export the view to Excel. We keep only the prime shift hours and the working days. 

Finally we calculate the percentiles from 90 to 100 (maximum value).  

 

Depending on the workload characteristics and its importance you may decide to choose one 

percentile or the other as the system baseline. A 95 percentile is normally a good starting point. 

In this case it corresponds to 7.195 MIPS.  

 

In the table we also set a rule to highlight all the values exceeding 7.195.  

These are the hours where some workload will suffer if we choose that value as SYS2 baseline. 

They should be investigated to evaluate which workload could be penalized (e.g. CICS or batch). 

 
SYSTEM DATE DAY 8 9 10 11 12 15 16 17 Percentile Value

SYS2 18/04/2014 Fri 2.742,70 3.781,10 4.670,10 5.223,90 4.766,90 2.719,40 3.951,60 4.895,20 100 8.073 

SYS2 17/04/2014 Thu 3.689,10 3.978,40 4.846,00 4.172,90 4.353,10 4.487,50 4.776,50 4.270,20 99 7.810 

SYS2 16/04/2014 Wed 4.213,70 4.979,00 5.178,10 4.241,70 4.477,90 5.481,20 4.694,70 5.182,70 98 7.577 

SYS2 15/04/2014 Tue 4.557,30 3.818,40 3.693,60 4.347,30 4.596,50 4.100,60 3.995,70 3.757,90 97 7.429 

SYS2 14/04/2014 Mon 3.867,00 4.072,00 3.637,50 4.316,40 4.599,00 3.297,30 4.411,60 4.360,40 96 7.321 

SYS2 11/04/2014 Fri 4.131,30 5.358,60 4.049,00 4.112,80 5.407,50 3.819,90 3.526,30 2.755,50 95 7.195 

SYS2 10/04/2014 Thu 4.854,60 7.539,80 5.955,10 5.999,30 5.739,50 5.180,80 4.838,60 4.606,60 94 7.093 

SYS2 09/04/2014 Wed 5.333,80 5.884,40 6.454,10 5.693,70 5.088,70 5.745,60 4.643,20 6.164,70 93 6.997 

SYS2 08/04/2014 Tue 5.679,00 6.345,60 6.898,00 6.698,90 5.652,30 7.713,00 7.816,40 4.827,40 92 6.944 

SYS2 07/04/2014 Mon 4.378,00 4.468,60 4.345,10 4.456,10 5.224,30 5.388,10 6.781,70 5.950,70 91 6.868 

SYS2 04/04/2014 Fri 6.113,80 8.072,80 7.095,30 7.102,80 6.137,00 4.207,90 5.033,10 4.510,00 90 6.829 

SYS2 03/04/2014 Thu 4.271,60 4.722,80 6.473,10 6.373,00 5.196,00 6.143,90 5.562,00 4.369,70

SYS2 02/04/2014 Wed 3.585,30 4.770,60 6.019,50 5.008,80 4.983,80 7.199,60 6.092,20 5.768,20

SYS2 01/04/2014 Tue 3.935,20 4.588,10 4.618,00 4.467,70 4.065,90 4.541,00 5.920,90 3.849,20

SYS2 31/03/2014 Mon 3.307,00 5.305,40 4.442,40 5.078,80 5.387,70 3.940,00 4.844,20 3.204,90

SYS2 28/03/2014 Fri 3.904,60 5.535,00 5.019,80 5.191,30 5.787,70 4.972,60 4.118,00 3.435,80

SYS2 27/03/2014 Thu 3.949,00 6.125,50 5.586,90 4.242,00 4.947,50 5.600,00 5.293,00 4.187,30

SYS2 26/03/2014 Wed 4.823,90 5.821,90 5.271,00 6.296,20 5.936,90 4.504,80 5.270,00 4.371,20

SYS2 25/03/2014 Tue 4.841,10 6.594,90 5.046,70 4.819,40 5.060,10 5.295,40 5.617,30 4.945,30

SYS2 24/03/2014 Mon 3.636,10 5.790,70 5.507,80 5.373,80 5.850,00 5.770,10 5.262,50 4.121,40

SYS2 21/03/2014 Fri 3.828,60 5.846,40 6.133,20 5.635,30 5.674,20 5.617,20 3.680,70 4.454,70

SYS2 20/03/2014 Thu 3.957,30 5.200,00 4.638,40 4.208,00 5.850,50 4.575,10 5.712,50 4.467,30

SYS2 19/03/2014 Wed 2.961,80 5.306,10 5.194,90 5.266,30 5.276,40 5.802,50 6.972,00 4.496,50  
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2 RESOURCE 

MONTHLY 
TRENDS 

AVERAGE CPU MIPS 

USED  

Export the view in MS-Excel and create a graph to 

evaluate trends of CPU usage by LPAR and to 
identify peak months; estimate the natural growth 

 

Starting from the product menu we choose Monthly Trends (see 2.3.11), Resources Monthly Trends 

and we get the following menu. 

 

 
 

 

Then we select the AVERAGE CPU MIPS USED entry. 
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This view reports the average MIPS consumed monthly over the last 18 months by each LPAR in 

the prime shift that in this case includes the hours between 8 and 13 and the hours between 15 and 18 

(8-12,15-17).  

 

We click on the Excel icon to export the view in MS-Excel.  

 

DATE SYS1 SYS2 SYS3 SYS4 
2012-10 647 5.090 56 329

2012-11 715 5.353 56 309

2012-12 849 4.838 56 295

2013-01 694 5.137 33 300

2013-02 721 5.272 44 286

2013-03 695 5.665 33 289

2013-04 670 5.607 38 295

2013-05 666 5.316 41 288

2013-06 709 5.254 36 272

2013-07 650 4.814 32 269

2013-08 657 4.329 35 244

2013-09 724 4.599 35 282

2013-10 687 5.010 36 291

2013-11 647 4.814 38 300

2013-12 648 4.592 35 334

2014-01 582 4.844 35 299

2014-02 602 5.099 40 338

2014-03 606 5.420 36 360

2014-04 558 4.970 35 344  
 

SYS1 and SYS2 are production systems. SYS3 is dedicated to system programmers test while SYS4 

is the development system. 

 

Using the exported data and standard MS-Excel functions we can draw a regression line to estimate  

SYS1 and SYS2 natural growth. The natural growth is the tendency of every system to use additional 

capacity over time, even in the absence of new application releases.  

 

This tendency is measurable in most of the production environments, and is due to:  

 data base growth; 

 workloads growth; 

 small application releases or added functionalities to applications already in production; 

 software evolution. 
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DATE SYS1 SYS2 SYS3 SYS4 Trend SYS1 Trend SYS2
2012-10 647 5.090 56 329 741             5.234           

2012-11 715 5.353 56 309 733             5.214           

2012-12 849 4.838 56 295 725             5.194           

2013-01 694 5.137 33 300 717             5.174           

2013-02 721 5.272 44 286 709             5.154           

2013-03 695 5.665 33 289 702             5.134           

2013-04 670 5.607 38 295 694             5.114           

2013-05 666 5.316 41 288 686             5.094           

2013-06 709 5.254 36 272 678             5.074           

2013-07 650 4.814 32 269 670             5.054           

2013-08 657 4.329 35 244 662             5.034           

2013-09 724 4.599 35 282 654             5.014           

2013-10 687 5.010 36 291 646             4.994           

2013-11 647 4.814 38 300 638             4.974           

2013-12 648 4.592 35 334 630             4.954           

2014-01 582 4.844 35 299 622             4.934           

2014-02 602 5.099 40 338 614             4.913           

2014-03 606 5.420 36 360 606             4.893           

2014-04 558 4.970 35 344 599             4.873            
 

As you can see in the Trend SYS1 and Trend SYS2 columns, the amount of MIPS used by both 

systems tend to decrease.  This is the result of a long and slow downsizing project this customer started 

a couple of years ago joined with a continuous tuning effort aimed to reduce hardware and software 

costs. 
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In this situation this reduction can be considered as the result of a natural (negative) growth.  
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By using simple formulas we can estimate the monthly growth in -1,2% for SYS1 and -0,4% for SYS2. 

 

We can also very easily forecast what could happen in the next 12 months in the hypothesis that this 

trend would continue without any planned (negative or positive) growth.  
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4.6.2 WLC  

 

In this chapter we show an example of analysis of the EPV WLC reports designed to control and 

eventually reduce the MSU used in the 4-hour rolling average. 

 

The example navigation pathway is: 

 
 VISION VIEW ACTION 

1 WLC WLC MONTHLY MSU 
BY GROUP 

Analyse the monthly peak of the MSU used in the 4-
hour rolling average by CEC and GROUP 

2 WLC WLC DAILY MSU BY 

GROUP 

Analyse the daily peak of a selected CEC and month 

by GROUP 

3 WLC WLC HOURLY MSU BY 
GROUP 

Analyse the hourly peak of a selected CEC and 
month by LPAR and GROUP 

4 WORKLOADS ADDRESS SPACE MSU In the WORKLOADS menu select SYSTEM 
WORKLOADS CPU; choose MSU in the combo-box 
and click on TOTAL 

Pathway 12 – WLC 
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1 WLC WLC MONTHLY MSU 

BY GROUP 

Analyse the monthly peak of the MSU used in the 4-

hour rolling average by CEC and GROUP 

 

Starting from the product menu we choose WLC (see 2.3.12) and we get the following menu. 

 

 
 

 

Then we select the WLC MONTHLY MSU BY GROUP entry. 

 

 

 
 

In the view above we show the monthly peak of the MSU used in the 4-hour rolling average (TOT 

USED) on a CEC and by capacity GROUP (in this example only a group is defined). You can note that 

there is a TOT WLC column which is sometimes a bit lower. 

This may happen when defined and/or group capacity limits are used. Because of the way the defined 

and group capacity control mechanism is implemented the workload can exceed the limit set. However 

a customer will never pay more of the MSU he set in these limits. 

 

If you look at the first row, which refers to October 2014, and at the GRP1 section you can see that   

940 MSUs have been used (MSU USED) by the LPARs in GRP1 even if the limit was set to 921 

MSUs (MSU LIMIT). The customer has to pay only for 921 MSUs (MSU WLC). 

 

If you look at the second row, which refers to September 2014, and at the GRP1 section you can see 

that 878 MSUs have been used (MSU USED); in this case the limit has not been reached so the 

customer has to pay for 878 MSUs (MSU WLC). 

 

Now click on 2014-10 in the date column to get the WLC DAILY MSU BY GROUP view and see on 

which day the monthly peak occurred. 
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2 WLC WLC DAILY MSU BY 

GROUP 

Analyse the daily peak of a selected CEC and month 

by GROUP 

 

The October peak occurred on the 13
th

; the second peak, on the 27
th

 is 21 MSU less. 

 

 
 

By clicking on 2014-10-13 in the date column we will access the WLC HOURLY MSU BY GROUP 

view. 

 
3 WLC WLC HOURLY MSU BY 

GROUP 
Analyse the hourly peak of a selected CEC and 
month by LPAR and GROUP 

 

In this view a section for each GROUP is provided (only GRP1 in this case). Inside the GROUP 

section there is one line for each LPAR in the GROUP. At the end of each section you have a row for 

the group total and one for the group limit. The last view line is the TOTAL of all the GROUPs. 

 

 
 

In the combo-box we selected MSU WLC so what is shown is the amount of MSUs the customer has to 

pay for. You can see that the highest values are at 20 and 21; as explained they cannot exceed the MSU 

limit (921 MSUs). 
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The major contributor is the SYS2 system so we click on it to check which are the heaviest workloads 

in the previous 4 hours.  

 
4 WORKLOADS ADDRESS SPACE MSU In the WORKLOADS menu select SYSTEM 

WORKLOADS CPU; choose MSU in the combo-box 
and click on TOTAL 

 

In this view we click the 18 column to sort the address spaces by descending MSU usage in that hour. 

 

 
 

You can see some very heavy batch jobs running the peak period of the 4-hour rolling average which 

should be analysed to verify possible tuning actions. 
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Related documentation 
 

The EPV for z/OS product is supported by two types of documentation: 

 manuals 

 online Help 

 

 

Manuals 
 

The following manuals complement the information provided in this book: 

 EPV for z/OS V14(SAS based) Installation and Customization Guide 

 EPV for z/OS V14 Installation and Customization Guide 

 EPV for z/OS V14 (SAS based) Database Layout 

 EPV for z/OS V14 Database Layout 

 EPV for z/OS V14 Release Notes 

 EPV for z/OS V14 List of Views 

 EPV for z/OS V14 Preparing Input for a Demo  

 EPV V14 User Interface 

 

 

Online Help 

 

The EPV for z/OS product includes extensive online Help. In any EPV view, help pages can be 

accessed by clicking the question mark in the table header. 

 

 


